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Gastroenterolog y

William Beaumont (1785–1853)
Experiments and observations on the gastric juice,
and the physiology of digestion Plattsburgh, 1833
J Dallas

This book is one of the most important works in
physiology. In 1822, William Beaumont was a United
States Army surgeon stationed at a lonely outpost on the
northwest frontier. He was called to treat a FrenchCanadian scout for an accidental shotgun wound. The
blast had blown a hole in the man’s side and Beaumont did
not expect him to survive more than a few hours. The
patient, however, recovered but his wound left him with a
permanent gastric fistula. Beaumont wrote,‘When he lies
on the opposite side, I can look directly into the cavity of
the stomach, and almost see the process of digestion.’ For
over 8 years Beaumont carried out experiments and
observations with his patient before publishing his findings
in the above book. It revolutionised the prevailing
theories of the physiology of digestion and Beaumont
became famous throughout the scientific world. Sir
William Osler called him ‘the pioneer physiologist of the
United States, and the first to make a contribution of
enduring value. His work remains a model of patient,
persevering research.’
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An illustration from Beamont’s work showing the gastric
fistula through which he observed the process of digestion
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Launched in November 2004, the College's Online CME Programme is now
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Presents developments and updates in a variety of medical specialties and topics
Rolling programme, regularly updated
Brief summaries provided, plus detailed overviews
Weblinks for key references
Best of five, multiple choice questions for self-assessment
Eligible for personal credits under the UK Federation CPD Scheme
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Maternal Medicine
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Online CME can be found on the College website at

www.rcpe.ac.uk/education/CME/cme.html
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